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Senate Approves
Court, Delegation
Convening

last

Thursday

evening, the student legislature
elected student delegates to the
Constitutional
Convention,
approved nominations of justices
to the student court, and passed

several appropriation bills.
Presenting the nominations of
the governmental operations
committee to the tTi-partite

FFPR, Curfews
Among Topics
Before Council
Questions concerning the
editorial policy of the Fairfield
Free Press and Review, a reopening of curfew complaints by
members of Julie Hall, and

matters concerning the present
status of the playhouse were
some of the topics presented for
discussion at the last meeting of
the University Council.

Council members also
considered a letter from the
Rev. Bernard J. Scully inquiring
into the council's fUDGtion in
relation to the university.

McGrath Requests
Action
In the discussion concerning
the FFP&R, the Rev. Thomas A.
McGrath made a motion
requesting the numerous actions
be taken against the FFP&R.
These included: 1. That the
FFP&R be removed totally from
the presmiscs of the university
in all its acts and functions. 2.
That the paper receive no
supportive assistance from any
members of the university. 3.
That the FFP&R not be allowed
to carry Fairfield University's
name in its title or masthead. 4That monies be set aside by all
three segments of the university
to protect members of the
community from damag~ to
character, etc. by the
publication of the FFP&R.
EdiLOn DefeDd Posltioo
Following the motion, council
rules were suspended to allow
representatives of the
newspaper under discussion to
defend their position. Robert
Burgess, Editor-in-Chief of the
FFP&R, questioned Fr.
McGrath as to "what is no
philosophy of journalism,"
referring to a previous
statement made by Fr.
(CeNtam. . . Ne Z)

Four cases of lice were
reported by residents of Gonzaga
Hall to the infirmary staff last
week, causing Dr. Sal M.
Santella, director of medical
services, to order the closing of
lavatories in that dormitory until
the affected areas were
fumigated and disinfected.
Working on a directive from
Jobn M. Hickson, vice-president
of business and finance,
maintenance crews thoroughly
cleaned the affected areas and
professional exterminators were
called in to rid Gonzaga of the
insects.
R.esidealiLO Reports
The exterminators also
checked lavatories in the other
campus dormitories and are
being contracted to inspect them
on a monthly basis.
In the future, resident
assistants will give daily reports
on the situation for a two-week
period, then issue weekly
reports.
Also, student services
personnel are planning an
additional program of personal
hygiene to assist students in case
of their health.
BeIU lbarsday
First complaints regarditll the

convention, chairman Larry
Halloran o[fered the legislature
a brief critique on the eight
nominees.
Delegates Elected
Debate arose over the
om ission of a candidate from
the commuting fadion which
placed several more nominees
on the ballot. The senators, by a
secret ballot, then selected the
delegates: Stephen Dormer,
Lawrence Halloran, Dennis
Gallagher, Thomas Sweeney,
Robert Smith, David Johnson,
Gerry Kelly, and Ken Daly.
The legislature solidified the
student court by affirming the
six
remaining justice
nominations. This included the
approval of Thomas Sweeney,
who has been serving as
supreme court justice since last
spring, on a protemp basis. The
other justices affirmed were:
Richard O'Connor, Frank
Trovisano, Robert Cardillo,
Richard Hayes, and Roger
Yergeau.
Frosh Coordiaator Named
Stephen Mendick, after
attaining senate approval,
resigned from his legislative
position to accept the executive
office of freshman affairs
chairman. Mendick will be
responsible lor the coordinating
of freshman activities with the
student government and
participate in the planning of
next fall's freshman orientation.
The governmental operations
committee submitted for
aceeptance the constitutions of
three student organizations: the
ski club, the draft counseling
service, and the coffee house. AU
tbree constitutions were
acknowledged bf the JePlature.
Lelislatllre Appropriates hDdl
With the presentation of a bill
appropriating $250 to the draft
counseling service, controversy
swelled within the assemblage.
Senator Larry Benson opposed
the allotment of funds to an
organization in whicb there is a
large proportion of the student
body (females, veterans, and
deferred students) that will not
use sucb a service. He and
several other senators felt that
this organization should employ
a service fee to support their
operations.
An attempt was made by John
McGrath to send the bill back to
the appropriations committee,
but the move failed to attain
(Coat'-ed . . pate 7)
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Convention Meets All Weekend
Considering New ~ ~ Circle" Plan

Although a final document was considered. But no decisive Robert Sheridan '73 at 3:30 p.m.,
November 13.
not completed, the constitutional conclusions were reached.
Legality Qucslio.ed
After the roll was registered
convention held last weekend
The convention was called to with the secretary, Fr. Bernard
bee:an to discuss a new form of
unIVersity governance.
order by student cbairman
(eo.dnelI . . . .~
.••
Each of the convention's four
committees, academics,
community life, planning and
operations, and governance,
addressed university problems
and suggested either new
measures or changes in the
procedures designated in the
rough draft written last year.
Committee suggestions ~re
discussed in the general sessions
in an attempt to synthesize each
approach into a unified plan.
Provost John Barone,
administration delegate, stated
that much of last year's work
was being re·thought and reworked.
Ctrcle Proposed
The academics committee,
with Fr. John McIntyre a heavy
contributor, suggested a
variation of the tri-partite form
of government outlined in the
rough draft.
Fr. Mclntyre based his
suggestions on the need for a
structure that would facilitate
CO~ON~ CONVENTION -The Rev. George S. Mahan,
Lbe pursWt aod interaction of
S.J., admml5lratlve delegate. stands to make a point during this
knowledge, specifically the three
past weekends three day session.
types of knowledge found in the
university.
His model was represented by
a circle. The center was the
University Senate, similar to the
University Council, with
coocentric circles representing
other bodies, both tri'partite and
existing groups, accountable to
U the course applied to his
by Anton HebenstreH
it.
major field, then the student
This "solar system" design, as
Where does an aspiring marine must obtain the approval of the
coined by Dennis Gallagher, biologist or budding journalist departmentchairman.
represents a "more human, presently enrolled at Fairfield
The student should then
organic model" according to Fr. go for courses in such fields?
complete a short application
McIntyre.
In its fifth year of operation, fonn and return it to the Dean's
As this plan was discussed, the the Tri-University Program is office.
problems of ratio of "kind of struggling along,"
Fr. Coughlin noted that
representation, role of according to The Rev. James approval is usually automatic,
committees and the senate's Coughlin S.J., dean and provided that a satisfactory
specific definition were academic vice president.
schedule can be devised.
Initiated during the 1966-67
Lack of publicity, Fr. Coughlin
academic year the reciprocal admitted, may be one reason for
agreement between Fairfield, the minimal response that the
Sacred Heart, and the University program bas received so far. But
of Bridgeport was designed to he quickly added that it has been
cleanliness of Gonzaga were augment the curriculum of each "right in the catalogue" for
made to William P. Schimpf, schooL But only a handful of those wbo were interested.
It must take a marine biologist
dean of student services, on swdents are currently taking
Thursday, November S. At that advantage of this increased to catcb something hidden so
deep.
time reports were also issued by choice of courses.
"About a dozen" students are
the students to the Fairfield
presently enrolled in this
Board of Health, who notified
program. Fr. Coughlin noted Fllr",'~
Dr. Santella.
Acting on the complaints, that a few Fairfield students are
Dean Schimpf and Dr. Santella taking coones in marine biology
inspected the dormitory on at Sacred Heart, while others
Fairfielo will stage its first
Saturday and reported need for are enrolled in a journalism
fashion show on November 19
Course at UB.
cleaning to Mr. Hickson.
at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
In exchange "a couple of
Flies blat No Lice
Center Oak Room. Clothing
students" from the University of
(rom Brooks Hirsch of
Their report noted that Oies Bridgeport are taking courses
Fairfield will be preseftted by
were found, but no indication of here in Religious StUdies and
lice. They also reported that Philosophy.
the "Fairfield Ladies, Young
and Almosl Young", ten
screens were missing from
Under the Tri-Unlverslty plan,
University co-eds aDd three
windows.
students attending one of the
honorary co-eds, Mrs. Krell,
The first two cases were participating colleges may Lake
Mn. Thompson, and Mrs.
reported to the infinnary on certain courses at either of the
Test<>.
Tuesday morning by roommates, other two, without payment or
Th~
models will be
and notice was sent to Dean additional fees.
displaying holiday and spring
Schimpf.
Fairfield students are free to
fashions.
Mr. H icksoo went to Gonzaga Lake any course for full credit
Organized by Carol
to provide remedy. However, which is covered under the
Pattenon with Alice Hayes
that evening, following report of program and is not offered here.
and Peggy McCarthy. three
two more cases, Dr. Santella
When applying for a course at
Fairfield co-eds, the fashion
closed the lavatories.
either school, Fr. Coughlin
night is a prognm designed
On Wednesday, under direct recommended that the student
to raise money for
orderS from Mr. Hickson, first obtain a catalogue from the
OUTNUMBERED - Students in
improvement in Loyola Hall.
Gonzaga Hall hung a banner maintenance crews clea~ and college be wishes to attend. In
Admission will be $1.50.
outside the donn to protest the professional exterminators this way be could plan a schedule
Refreshments will be served.
deloused the area.
health hazard.
with PO conflicts.

'ii).r

Tri-Univ. 'Struggling Along'
In Fifth Year of Operation

61r's S",.
First Flshlon Dls,'"
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They Shoot Jane, Don't They?

Jane Fonda Has an Easy Ride at FU

ALTERNATIVES - Actress
addressed approximately 1300
FridayeveninR:.

1300 people came to see and
hear movie actress Jane Fonda
last Friday night at the Fairfield
gym.
Appearing under the
sponsorship of the Student
Government, Miss Fonda shared
the platform with attorney Mark
Lane in a program entitled
"Alternatives."
The
presentation was part of a series
planned by the Social Committee
of the Student Government to
bring outstanding personalities
to the campus during the school
year.
The program was almost
cancelled, due to the delay in
arrival of the performers. The
group did not arrive at the gym
until 8:55, having driven from
New York. They went directly to
the stage where the large
political activist Jane Fonda
audience greeted them with
people in the Gymnasium last
polite applause.
Speak For GI'S
Mr. Lane, talking first,
[ocussed on the increase of GI
opposition to the war in
Darrell Ryan, Fr. George Vietnam. Speaking with a low
Mabon, Paul Greely, Fr. George keyed and cultured inflection, he
Gallarelli, Elizabeth Pocan, drew applause from his attentive
Theodore Cheney, William and curious audience only
Shimpl. And the administration sporadically.
appointed: Dr. Liza Perkins,
Miss Fonda followed
Harry Fishman, Fr. John immediately without benefit of
McIntyre, Fr. Bernard SCully, dramatic introduction or
Dr. Robert Pitt, Dr. Donald buildup. Her talk centered on the
Ross, Sr. Clare Fitzgerald, Fr. issue of political activism in the
Victor Newton.
country, the increased
The minutes will be published repression of that activism, and
soon by Dr. Edward Dew, the role that students might
secretary of the Cilnvention's play. "Some of the best people in
plenary sessions.
the country are now in jail," she

Convention Meets

(COBILaaed from page I)
Scully questioned the
legitimacy Of the delegations
due to the lack of a credential!'
committee to accept each
member.
Dr. Barone explained that Fr.
SCully was correet In observing
that there was no credentials
committee as such. But he
concluded that the charge of
ilUgitimacy was a subjective
matter in that the University
Council had set the criteria for
each segment to choose a
delegation, and these measures
had been followed.
In relation to this question, Fr.
McIntyre challenged the
decision of the chair that the
student delegation was
representative or legitimate
without an elected graduate
school student representative.
When put to a vote of the body,
the chair was upheld by 20-8.
Commiltees Work
After last year's rules of
procedure were arnmended and
adopted, a motion to assign and
set up the committee structure
was passed.
The timetable for Saturday
was adopted and the meeting
was recessed.
Saturday was spent in
committee meetings where the
bulk of the conventions work is
done.
Some committees worked on
changes in the rough draft, while
others, such as academics,
approached their task from a
new vantage point.
The afternoon plenary session
Saturday was spent with various
geometric models of university
governance, the circle, triangle,
line, and their implications.
From 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. the
committees continued their
discussions,
with many
streamlining their proposals to
fit the circular plan.
Committees dealt with such
questions as a university court
that would handle student,
faculty and administrators,
committee structure, and
graduate school participation in
university government.
Sunday1s session was spent on
committee reports and a short
discussion of the need to write
standing suf>.eommittees into
the constitution.
Before adjourning, a motion to
allow the "advisory University
Council" to decide on the
convention's next meeting time
was passed.
DelegatioDI Elected
Each sector sent 12 members
to the meeting, with the 4
members from each on the
University
Council
automatically included.
The student legislature
elected: Dennis Gallagher,
Robert Smith, David Johnson,
Steve Dormer, KeMeth Daley,
Lawrence Halloran, Thomas
Sweeney, Gerry Kelly. The
faculty elected: Henry Krell,

Former Burger Clerk
to Talk Here Tonight
"The Young Lawyer in the
Establishment Law Firm" will
be the topic for the fourth News
'N Views program sponsored by
the Fairfield University Alumni
Association.

Supreme Court, Warren E.
Burger.
A resident of Arlington, Va.,
Mr. Rissetto has been admitted
to the New York Bar
Associatio.!l.

Harry A. Rissetto, an
associate with the law firm of
Morgan, Lewis and Bockius of
Philadelphia and Washington
will be the featured speaker at
tonight's session which is set for
8 o'clock in the University's
Campus Center Oak Room.
In his discussion, Mr. Rissetto
is expected to emphasize the
positive aspects of the young
lawyer's role and defend the
traditional attorney - client
relationship.
A graduate of Fairtield
University in 1955, Mr. Rissetto
graduated first in his class froro
Georgetown Law Center, where
he served on the editorial board
of the Georgetown Law Journal
and was a Williston Research
Assistant.
He then served as a law clerk
to the Chief Justice of the
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See OUr Bright Spot
where the action tums
on everything young.

said to illustrate her point of
repression of political activists.
Turning to the students, she
warned them of teacher!' who
won't tolerate controversial
questions in class and concluded
that there should be no ROTC on
any campus, no service
recruiters and no Dow Chemical
company agents.. 'The campuses
belong to the students."
Reporting in the Bridgeport
Post, reporter James Clark
labelled the address "' a
somewhat predictable talk on
the social and political evils
plaguing the United States
today."
Audience Orderly
The audience was well ordered
and even quiet during the talk.
Applause was scattered, and
several people left before the
conclusion. Dressed in a brown
corduroy pants suit and leather
boots, the small movie star drew
polite but hardly thundering
applause for her efforts. Many
seemed to be expecting a more
dramatic and flamboyant
performance, perhaps spiced
with humor. But there were no
dramatics. 'Both Mr. Lane and
Miss Fonda spoke in well
modulated and precise tones
with no crescendos. There was
no humor in the presentation of
either performer. The audience
stood to applaud at the end of the
question period. There were no
protests from the orderly crowd,
mostly students who had been
admitted free on presentation of
10 cards. The $2,000 cost of the
show was paid out of the student
activities fee by the Student
Government according to
Social Chairman Rob Roy.
Though Jane Fonda has gained
some notoriety from her recent
arrest in Cleveland on charges of
bringing drugs into the country
illegally, public reaction in
Bridgeport was relatively mild.
The local paper featured a front
page notice of the event last
Wednesday and noted the
performance itself with a
pitcure of Jane in action for the
Saturday evening edition under
the headline "Hundreds Hear
Jane and Lane at Fairfield U"
Citizens React
One irate letter to the editor
appeared on Friday night asking
where "the so-called priests of
Fairfield University find such
patroniZing Americans to
speak." Telephone calls to the
switchboard at the University
were few in number.
Miss Fonda appeared at
Fairfield as part of a month·long
lecture tour of 44 colleges. The

$20,000 she will be paid, for the
tour will be divided between 2
anti-Vietnam War groups-the GI
Office in Washington and
Vietnam Veterans Kgainst the
War.

FFPR, Curfews

(ConlLaued from PIlle J 1
McGrath. Mr. Burges.; then
stated the paper's "willingness
to continue meeting with Dean
Schimpf"
concern,il)g the
possibilities of establishing a
Publications Review Board.
McAuliffe Claims Oonspiracy
Kevin McAuliffe, Editorial
manager for the publication
termed it a "subjecthre" issue
and stated that "the people wbo
don't like us, don't want us
around." He also added that
"this was part of a conspiracy to
violate the editor's civil
I berties."
Curfew Issue R~ens
Matters relating to 'the coed
curfews were again pr~sented to
the council resulting from the
body's previous action.
Issues concerning the coed
curfews re-opened upon a
complaint from womell resident
students residing in Julie Hall
claiming
that
curfew
restrictions have been tightened
in Julie as a result of the
council's
previous
recommendations for loosening
the same in Loyolas.
Julie Hall upperclassmen, as
well as the freshmen, claimed
that because of this action, they
now are required to fo,low the
same procedures set up for
Loyola.
Julie Not UDder CouRcil
Dean SChimpf was ~hen asked
for clarification of these issues.
He stated that the curfew
changes set up by the council
only applied to Loyola. Making it
quite clear that Julie- Hall was
not affected by any actiON; of the
counCil. Dean Shimpf, ex(}lained
that al: control of the resident
students up at Julie was to be left
to the Hostess of Julie Hall, with
whom
the contractual
arrangem~ntbad been made.
Playhouse loquiry
In light of a recent editorial
appearing in the Voice (lV'J.2-70),
Mr. Paul Davis made a motion
calling for the council's
investigation into the
Playhouse's functton and
purpose as a university
operation.
Following a brief discussion it
wa!) moved that the· issue be
referred to the Operations
Committee for further study.
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Library Out to Stop Thefts;
Students Will Check Books
By Timothy Byrne
Last week, the Library
instituted a new security system
by placing a student bookchecker at the door in an attempt
to counter the rising amount of
thefts which have plagued the
library over the past few years.
Last year alone, approximately
2100 books worth $30.000, were
lost.
Measure only Temporary
According to the Rev. Francis
A. Small, S.J., librarian, the new
system of security. operated by
students, is only a temporary
measure. A new electronic
detection system will probably
be installed during the
Christmas vacation, he said, but
would not elaborate on how the
new system would work.
The librarian asserted that the
purpose of the student at the
door is to chec:k all library books
leaving the building. He is to
make sure that all books have

been correctly chec:ked out,
Father Small stat~d, adding that
he expects cooperation from the

trom LDe library without checkmg out
your books any more. Student book-checkers have been placed at
the door as a temporary solution to the th~[t problem.

r-yUVC'lU'rl- t:i~il .... ft' ....

Chairman Rates Affair
As Complete Success
Homecoming Weekend last
week was not only a social
success. It was also a financial
success - a rare combination at
Fairfield.
In a post mortem of the affair
last week, Homecoming
Chairman Richard Umbdenstock
72 reported that in his opinion
the affair was "an unqualified
success.. ,
According to committee
~timates about 500 students

CHt;t;RSl says an unidentified
young man who seems to be
enjoying
himself.
attended the events. 265 package
deals were sold through a well
coordinated and planned
merchandising program. "It was
a sell out" noted Bob Buccino,
co-chairman of the Weekend. In
addition to Fairfield students, 35
alumni and several UB students
were in attendance.
First Weekend for Co-eds
As the first major social.
weekend for the new co-eds at
Fairfield, the committee was
especially interested in
nttracting the girls. Though no
accurate figures are available,
one co·ed who attended
estimated that "about7a% of the
girls on campus went to the
weekend." The co-ed added that
for the girls the best feature of
the weekend was its informality.
Mr. Umbdenstock agreed that
"there was a lot of spirit going
into the weekend and the main
reason for its success was its
informality. "
"Financially the affair will
probably end up in the black,"
said its chairman, "even thoulth

students but that nothing would
happen if a student walked by
and refused to have his books

the low cost package deal was
something new here at the
university."
The Sha-Na-Na
group cost $3000, and the Red
Garter Band $1100. The Student
Government gave $1000 for
expenses which the committee
expects to repay from the $8400
proceeds on tickets.
Vmbdenstock also spoke
strongly in favor of Student
Government sponsorship of
social weekends rather than
~Iass sponsorship "because it
means you have financial
backing and it Rets wider
participation.' William Springer,
chairman of the up-eoming
Dogwood Weekend agreed with
this policy.
Keys to Success
Mrs. Ann Marie Samway,
director of student activities in
commenting on the weekend.
noted that it just didn't happen
by chance. "The two keys to its
success," she said, "were
planning far ahead and
dedication on the part of the 2
chairmen, Bob Buccino and
Richie Umbdenstock."
"They took a risk not getting a
big name for their concert - but
it worked, ,. she stated, "and this
should be a helpful lesson in
planning for next year."
In the words of one articulate
co-ed ··the show waS fantastic."
In the record book that is the
understatement of the season.
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Fairfield and Its Discontents
By Tbornton Larkin
Chapter 3
Since last I wrote, I was
dumbstruck by the insurgency to
get my message to those in the
university community who could
read. The Halloween uprising
had failed, so I now set my sights
on getting the December exams
postponed. I was at a loss as how
to go about it since I could not
depend on Nixon to give me
another Cambodia.
How? Even then as that
complex three-lettered question
reverberated through my
cavernous skull, I hit (Vh. thud!)
upon the essential need of my
well.intentioned revolution. I
needed an image-maker.
I needed someone who could
create the charisma which I so
very much lacked. I needed
someone who could make my
one-dimensional character look
deep. I charmed one of the
secretaries into letting me use
the_Watts-line and called the Big
City.
Utten P8.llic
Then in utter panic, I stopped
myself. I was a victim of the
capitalistic system I so much
despised. I had no money to pay
for one of those Madison Avenue

September the food had gotten
digestively worse. I had been
forced to tum to the sandwich
man. For five bucks one got a
nickel bag of grass and an eggsalad sandwich. Then as the
weeks passed I got hooked.
I am now up to five egg-salad
sandwiches a week. I had
contemplated moving onto the
harder stuff like tuna fish since
egg-salad no longer satisfied my
hunger like it used to. It was an
expensive habit.
In desperation to satisfy my
hunger drive, I began snorting
Sugar Smacks which I had stolen
from tbe cafeteria. But this was
too dangerous. What if there was
a crackdown and I could no
longer take Sugar Snacks out of
the dining room. I would be
forced 10 eat open face cold
turkey sandwiches? Turkey roll.
that is.
Superego brought the
ramblings back to what the
strategy session had been called
for. "What if we call the
revolution the "Stagnant
Revolution!' "
"No," 1 said, draWing on all
my knowledge of American
History and counterculture.
"Let's call it the Stag

examined. He suggested that the
effectiveness of the new
program could not be measured
R~ II'
.. E d ' ' ' '
"",e Jon.
go rea I
press
[or another four or five weeks.
relEaSes to WVOF. the Free
Students Question
hookers.
Press, the Voice. The Patriot
Effectiveness
I called a high-level strategy Bookstore, and Walter Cronkite.
The majority of the students session with Ego, Id, and Then I like a mad-dog foaming at
working on this new program Superego to see if they had any the mouth came up with
thought that it was a good idea in ideas. Ego mused, "The problem . 'Thornton _ is the One,"
theory, but did not think that it at Fairfield is not the extremism "Thornton Delivers." and to
was too effective. They all said 01 the left or of the right but appeal to my black brothers
that they would not stop any rather the extremism of the trapped under the same heal of
student who walked past them. middle. In being so concerned student oppression _ "Free
Father Small interviewed these with following a middle course Thornton."
students for the job. He tbe university's vital center has
As I revelled in how easy it
mentioned that the only criterion become stagnant."
was to coin such counterfeit
for the job was their availability
Indigestion Follows
phrases I contemplated
for certain hours. Some of the
Indeed I had to admit that Id forsaking the revolution and
students remarked that they did make sense. Since starting my own ad agency.
were never told what their
specific job was and only learned nltl·tllti:tIJ,IJltJJXIJ;lllJ;iJtittiiu'lLilL'WIJ,IXiJ=;
through observation.
Problem Noted
Last Spring
The problem of the library
Nov. 19
thefts received attention last
Fashion Show sponsored by
spring and was reviewed again
Loyola Dorm Council.
this fall by the Administrative
Campus Center Oak Room.
Board. Board members Richard
7:30p.m.
Regan, a representative from
Alumni Lecture - "The
the faculty, and Dennis
Young Lawyer in the
Gallagher. president of the
Establishment Law Finn" student body. agreed that the
Harry Rissetto. Campus
theft situation was sufficient to
Center Fire Place Area. 8:00
warrant the inspection
p.m.
procedure.
National Association of
Following a discussion o[ the
Accountants. Campus Center
Oak
matter, the board appointed Dr.
Oak
Room.
3:00-5:00
p.m.
John A. Barone, provost, to meet
with Fr. Small to decide on
exactly what security measure
should be implemented. Dr.
Barone agreed to represent the
group, but noted that he
personally considered the
inspection procedure to be a
"reneSSlve measure."

Campus Calendar

PART-TIME EMPLOYEES:
The Personnel Office is interested in trainIng 1 or
2 operotors for part-time ond fill-in hours on the
university switchboord. Before odvertising, we wish
to offer this opportunity to our present staff members. If you woulo like to be considered. please coli
Mrs. Simonides (ext. 277) immediotely.

•

*
*•

••
•
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Eco-Pornography
Ecology, environment, conservation - these are the words and the
issues of our time. Who would be so foolish as to be against ecology
or conservation? Like "mother" and "apple pie" these words
certainly stir emotions. How else could you have possibly convinced
students on college campuses last spring that contributing to the
purchase of a new car, smashing it with sledge hammers, and finally
burying it was sure-fire way to save the environment?
The oratory of politicians during the recent campaign never failed
to use these words to evoke a few "right-on's" from the crowd when
the speech was getting dull. While this pollution of words was..going
on. legislation and money bills designed to meet the environmental
crisis were pigeon-holed or diluted by special interests, including
those of some of the orators.
Madison Avenue also quickly jumped on the eco-bandwagon - they
recognize a sure sell gimmick when they see it. Gasoline
advertisments in the press and on television didn't waste much time
in "getting the lead out."
It now looks like college administrators have also found a use for
ecology. When asked to justify the recent removal of underbrush in
front of Bannow Science Center, John M. Hickson, vice-president for
business and finance, stated that it was necessary in order to protect
the remaining bushes:
The statement dii:l have the eco-emotional word, "protect." But
protect from what? A casual walk through any woods will make it
immediately evident that shrubs and bushes are a NATURAL part of
the woodland scene and have survived the centuries without
··protection."
It strikes us as strange that the shrubs on that part of campus didn't
need "protection" until some of them hid the Science Center from
view. If the true reason for cutting the shrubs was to open a view of
the Science Center from the main road used by many visitors to our
campus, and we believe it was, then this should have been so stated.
To solicit ecology as a bedfellow in thoughtless administrative'
decisions is to prostitute the truth.

Call1pus Dirt

prevalent misconceptions. The Alumni can be persuaded to come back
to the campus. All through the weekend the Alumni could be spotted in
attendaflee at every one of the functions,
Secondly and far more important is that the success of the weekend
proves that the social life on this campus is not only dead, but that it
can be almost lively. All of the events were well attended. The people
were in high spirits and out to have a good time by participating in the
weekend.
We would hope that in light of the participation of the student body
in homecoming that the social affairs committee would consider
plannfng an entire social season. It is only a short time before winter
tightens her grip and we do not feel that winter weekends should only
be highlighted by cold nights.

I

The Colgate Solution
The students and faculty of Colgate
University have combined to produce a
system of on-campus governance which
they feel will also be of value to sister
institutions.
The governance machinery is designed
to cope with the day-to-day
administration of the University. In
effect, it is a coalition of elected
representatives of the students and
faculty and designated administrators.
Through lbe Council, the chief oncampus governing body, and its
subsidiary Commissions, communications have been opened to aU members
of the college community residing here.
Provisions (excerpts) for on-campus
governance at Colgate University
I. The University Council: The Council
shall have responsibility for all matters of
policy regarding the operation of the
University consistent with the By-Laws of
the Board of Trustees eIcept those
matters specifically reserved by these
Provisions to the Faculty, Committees of
lbe Faculty, and the Student Senate.
The Student Senate may direct the
Council to reconsider a Council action on
a matter which comes under the purview
of lbe Student Affairs Commission and
may elect up to five of its members to
present its views at the neIt meeting of
the Council, but this may be done only
once with respect to what the President
detennines to be substantially the same
decision.
The Council cannot commit the
Faculty, Students, or the University to a
position on any public issue.
The University Council shall consist of
sixteen faculty (two each nominated and
elected by and from the Divisions of
Humanities, Natural Sciences, Social
Sciences. and Physical Education, and
eight at Large from the whole faculty
elected by lbe Faculty); eight students
(the President and Vice President of the
senate and mothers): lbePresident, the
Dean of the Faculty, the Dean of Students
and tbe Vice President for Business and
Finance: the Directors of the five
Divisions and the University Librarian

Peter Madonia summed up the quality of dormitory maintenance
and care by saying, "I think that most students would agree that the
situation is better" (University Voice, 11/5). After the lousy (sic!)
details of Gonzaga'a lavatory crisis this past week, we ought to
understand that "better" is still very bad. In fact, especially on
weekends, the word "squalor" comes to mind,
The number of men and women on the working staff is sufficient.
But when, in fact, one sees wooden furniture being polished with
Windex, or a Ooor washed with a filthy mop, or an elevator regularly
being used as a receptacle for trash, one questions the quality of the
staff's supervision.
Proper supervision is indispensible if simply minimal standards of
maintenance and repair are going to be achieved. Furthermore, some
training, on the job or otherv.rise, would also help to assure efficiency.
When the staff is adequately trained and supervised, the Maintenance
Department will find that it is not routinely functioning on
complaints.
Conditions are especially bad on weekends in public areas.
corridors, bathrooms, stairv.rays and lounges. At these times it is
plainly embarrassing to invite guests through these areas. yet, that is
when parents, relatives and friends come. The institution of a six-day
a rotating
system, would assure that maintenance is ;work
week,it on
done when
is most
needed.
Finally, it would seem that Mr. Madonia's work is only half done
when he places a complaint in the campus mail. Unless he follows
through to the completion of a job, he is missing the point of his
Student Services post. Receiving and processing complaints is useful
work. But complaints are made so that something will be done about
the conditions which occasioned the complaint.

HOlllecollling
Homecoming Weekend was undoubtedly one of the finest social
events this campus has ever experienced. The reason for the success
of the weekend is in no small part due to the careful and intelligent
planning that went into the creation of the weekend by Bob Buccino
and Richard Umbdenstock
The scheduling of events exemplified this careful planning. Each
day of the weekend contains one major event clustered around several
events of a lesser degree. In this way homecoming was given the
necessary balance to keep interest and spirit generated all through
the weekend.
The entire project was funded by the Student Government on a 1,000
dollar loan and was produced by the government's social affairs
committee. This committee began working in June fonnulating the
weekend and because of this was able to keep the cost well below the
cost of previous homecoming weekends. This is just one more
.
example oUhe value of careful planning.
~n the minds of many people the Red Garter Party was the high
pomt of the weekend. Yet last year when the social committee was
told that it could not serve beer to minors on campus, they seriously
considered not having the Red Garter. Homecoming proved that a
b.y.o.b. party if well executed can be a smashing success.
The success of the weekend was able to effectively burst two

From Other Campuses

I

who are not elected to the Council shall be
ex-officio nonvoting members.
In addition, each Commission shall
designate one of its members as a nonvoting representative to the Council.
Nonvoting members of the Council shall
be allowed to participate in debate and
introduce motions.
II. The Commissions; Responsible to the
University Council and reporting to it
shall be seven Commissions which shall
propose policy to lbe University Council
in lbe areas under lbeir purview.
(Commissions: The Commission on
Academic Affairs, The Commission on
Admissions and Student Aid, The
Commission on Athletics, The
Commission on Budget and Long-Range
Planning, The Commission on Campus
Planning and Physical Resources, The
Commission on Off-eampus Relations and
The Commission on Student Affairs.)
Faculty members of the Commissions
shall serve three-year terms which are
renewable once. Students shall serve twoyeartenns.

Tuition Refund Allowed
A judge in small claims court in New
York ruled that a student's father was
entitled to a tuition refund because New
York University canceled classes for 19
days last May. The refund amounted to

$277.40.

Judge PicarieUo ruled that there was no
evidence that the student participated in
the disturbances at N.Y.U. and that the
university "has not made a good-faith
attempt to solve genuine and longstanding problems within its own college
communities."

President Resigns
Qujnnipiac College President John
Herder has resigned effective Feb. I and
has taken a leave of absence from the
faculty. Herder will devote more time
consulting on diverse problems such as
police organizations, marketing, youth
and government budgets.
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difficulties. Thus ratber than
repeating the entire article (it
orginally ran fourcolums), I will
attempt to answer some
outstanding questions while
reiterating other points. The
increase in the Activities Fee
was brought about by a
referendum last May and a vote
of the Student Legislature, with
a quorum present, this
September. Further, an
agreement was signed to this
effect by myself and Dean
Schimpf, acting for the
administration. The manner by
which the FFP&R was to be
funded was ultimately decided
by the Student Legislature, a
representative body. The
manner by which the UV was to
be funded was ultimately
decided by administrative fiat.
Mr. Romeo asks (with respect to
funding of the FFP&R)
"shouldn't the student body have
had some sort of voice in this
matter?" I would ask the same
question concerning the UV and
point to the discrepancy
apparent between the two papt:N
i.e. funds for the FFP&R were
allocated only after the "voice"
of student representatives was
recorded whereas the UV
received its funds upon the
decision of a power elite in the
Administration. How can one be
so quick to question the
propriety of allocating funds in
one area without asking the
same question about tbe other~
Mr. Romeo states with respect
to last spring "it was my
understanding at the time that
the paper would be responsible
to the Student Government,"
this
was
indeed
a
misunderstanding. At no time,
that I am aware of, did the
govemment attempt to make the
paper "responsible to the
Government". The issue of
Freedom of the Press which was
so much discussed last spring led
many people to believe that
much of the problem bad been
created because administrators
felt that the paper sboWd "be
responsible
to
the
Administration". Thus, it
became quite evident that
control of the paper by the
Student Government would be no
less a violation of Freedom of
Press than control by the
Administration.
The FFP&R has been
established as an independent
corporation from which the
Student Government buys
subscriptions for the Student
Body. This situation was set up
under the
advice of
administrators. Administration
lawyers had looked into the legal
aspects of libel wben The Rag
was published, (a yearly mock
paper): and had found that the
administration was listed as
publisher and therefore subject
to suit. (If the paper had been
sued because of the lead story
which was a highly controversial
article concerning the President
of the University: it would not
have been totally inconceivable
that he would have wound up
suing himself for allowing such
an article to be printed since be
was the chief executive officer of
the
publisher.
the
Administration.l Thus. the
Student Government neither
controls the paper, nor is subject
to legal prosecution if it violates
journalistic standards. It would
seem to be an optimun situation
which allows for Freedom of the
Press while making any abuses
of that Freedom solely the
responsibility of the paper.
Mr. Romeo suggests that the
Student Government should
support the UV because it is a
Tri-Partite group. If one looks at
the staU box of the UV he will
discover that Mr. Romeo's
contention that the UV has a
"tri-partite starr" is false; it has
a student staU. The "Tri-Partite
Editorial Board" is composed of
three administrators. two
faculty members and two
students all picked by
administrative personnel. That
is Tri·Partitism? I think not.
When the Student Legislature
voted to include voice privilqes
for
the
Faculty
and
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day under supervision of the
elections committee and the
strike
motion
was
To the Editor:
overwhelmingly sustained by a
In an attempt to clarify vote of 894-299 with 77
possible misinterpretation of abstentions. herefore four votes
your lead story in the October had been taken by the student
29th issue of The University body or their representatives
Voice, I wish to restate my before the action was LUen. The
position on lhe production of Student Government Esecutive
Cabaret at the university Board also voted unanimously to
Playhouse.
strike: all off~rs of the
Based upon a decision made by legislature also supported the
the
University
Council, position. Tbus, the decision to
approximately a year ago. which strike on April 30th was a
authorized specific a reas and composite of numberous votes;
condilions' for B.Y.O. social all
of
which
were
functions, I rejected the request overwhelmingly in favor! The
of the Playhous( for the Slaging conception that the Student
of Cabaret to include a B.Y.a. Government President can set
option. The University Council, "magic" or "secret" dates is
at a recent meeting, stated its extremely naive: it stands
unwillingness to hear individual against all visible evidence and
appeals to its previous position most notions of representative
but rather charged the Student govemment. If the Executive
Life subcommittee with a re- 8ranch of the Student
evaluation 01 all policies Government has taken any steps
concerning alcohol on the to suppress any facts or positions
campus.
since my term began, I am
On the basis of not being able unaware of it. At all mass
to stage Cabaret with the meetings, everyone, including
patrons bringing their own faculty and administrators, were
alcoholic beverages, the Board given the opportunity to speak.
of Directors of the Playhouse Such was not the case the year
voted to postpone production of before when speakers were
Cabaret.
picked in many instances by the
I am hopeful that this further government. All Legislature and
clarification will help the Executive Board meetings have
members of the community to been open. Such was not the case
undersland the issues involved in the year before wben all
this postponement.
Executive Board meetings were
Sincerely. closed, and many Legislature
William P. Schimpf sessions were held behind closed
Dean of Students doors in 8 ....1or42. When I was in
the Legislature that year I voted
against that situation, and last
To the Editor:
year. as President. I submitted a
There appeared in your 8i1l which would have granted
"community Forum" section on vo~ priVileges at Student
October ~, 1970 two letters of Legislature meetings to two
great interest to the entire Faculty members and one
community. I commend the two Administrator. 1'1Iat bill was
gentlemen for their avowed defeated last Spring: It was
interest in the University and the resubmitted this year; and I
Student Government while congratulate' the Legislature for
reserving the right to disagree passing it with many votes to
both with some of the spare. These are hardly actions
interpretations and conclusions liable to the charge of
"secrecy."
they offer.
The hundreds of people who
As regards Mr. 8yrn's
approached members of the
discou~ on the "magic date" of
September 30th, it was at no Government tbis september
time eitber "magic" or about the "Cox Amendment and
"secret." The Cox Amendment September 30th" were obviously
as passed by the faculty was aware that September 30 had
undated; its wording would been discussed as a possible date
appear to be derived from a to call upon the Faculty to
pledge. that was attached to the enforce the spirit of the Cox
Five University Council Amendment. I personally had
statements. calling for a Freshmen as well as other
"strike" within the University students and Faculty ask me
Community if the proposals "Will there be a strike on
were not fulfilled by "September September 30th?" The large
I, HI1O:' 1'1Iis pledge was number of people who asked the
distributed by members of the question. including the date, led
Student Legislature and placed me to believe that it was well
on the chairs in tbeOak Room to known about campus that the
be occupied by the Faculty 30th was at least being
during their meeting on the night considered. It further struck me
of April 2:8th. Since that time a that if Freshmen, since they had
number of Faculty members not been present on campus
have communicated to me that during the strike. were so well
they felt this to be undue infonned as to be able to enter
pressure. However. their very into dialogue concerning the date
communications is an it was no "secret" that it had
ackowledgement that the been discussed. Perhaps,
document was in evidence at the members of the Freshmen Class
Faculty meeting. This hardly are more inquisitive than some
of their fellow students. If their
constitutes secrecy.
As Mr. 8yrn well knows interest sustains. Fairfield will
September 30th or any other date undoubtedly be a better
can not be made "magic" by any University in a short time. At
Student Government President. any rate. "secrecy" which
Before the Student Body went on connotes a suppression of facts
strike last year, a mass meeting sbould never be confused with a
called overwhelmingly for a one personal lacll: of knowledge on
day boycott...t that meeting it the part of anyone individual.
was Student Government
Mr. Romeo raises a number of
officials that asked that a strike questions in his letter most of
vote not be taken until the entire which were answered in the
student body could 1:.. consulted October 14th issue of the
and have an opportunity to hear FFP&R. I am given to
both sides of the issue; then a understand. both by Mr. Romeo
poll was taken at a mass meeting and members of the UV staff.
which favored a strike by 722 to that Mr. Romeo'S letter'
98; the student Legislature was appeared in the Voice one week
then called into session and after the article explaining
voted by a margin of 38-5 to go on Student financing of the FFP&R
strike pending a referendum: a atld UV because his letter had
merendum was held lbe nen been delayed through technical

"£abaret" (Iarilied
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Administration at its meetings,
it left up to the other sectors the
cboice of their representatives.
Yet the administration picks an
editorial board and deigns to
describe it as Tri-Partite, if
mere representation rather than
freely selected representation is
within "the spirit of Tri-Partite"
then perhaps the definition needs
reconsideration. It is clear
enough that, with the exception
of a few scattered articles from
faculty and administrators
which also appear, (if oot more
frequently) in the FFP&R. the
UV is a product of student
fi.nancing (from tuition and fees)
and student labor (acepting the
paid administrators), yet ooneof
its editorial board, including the
student members. are picked by
students. Picking an editorial
board for a Tri·Partite
newspaper will not be an easy
thing; Freedom of the Press is
easily violated when any special
interest group controls the
staffing of an editorial board so
clearly
as
does
the
administration in this case.
Pemaps no sector should have
absolute control over this
selection to the aclusion of the
others is nonsense. Quite simply,
a Tri-Partite newspaper does not
exist. on this campus. What
exists is one indepeDdellt student
newspaper, and one strange
conglomerate su.pported -In
wbole or part by student fees,
staffed by a great many unpaid
students and a few paid
administrators, with an editorial
board dependent, at the moment,
on administrative appointment.
Thus, some of Mr. Romeo's
questions are based on situations
which do not yet exist. There is
no Tri-Partite newspaper on this
campus. not from a staff
outlook, not from an editorial
ou.t100k and certainly not from a
funding outlook.
I have taken this opportunity
to express my disagreement
with both Mr. 8yrn and Mr.
Rom'!O. but this disagreement is
based solely on the issues
presented and discussed. 1'1Ie1r
right to an opinion is inalienable.
Further, their concern on these
issues and incisive questioning is
to be appreciated. Anyone who
believes that the student body
follows the government "like a
herd of sheep" must find his
thesis shattered. That thesis
articulated at last spring's
parents weekend (unfortunately)
serves only to divide this
University. It is an unnecessary
division in an environment which
provides all members of the
community with an opportunity
to express themselves.
Hopefully. that opportunity to
express themselves will extend
into the very governance
strocture of the University and
then perhaps such words as Tri·
Partite will disappear. In its
place we may well find
University, defined nol as an
institution or a set of buildings,
but as the people involved with
it, liberals, conservatives,
students. faculty, alumni,
administrators etc. Dialogue
often serves to dispel
disagreement: or provide new
perspectives for decisions; I
would hope that this letter has
approached those goals.
Sincerely,
Dennis Gallagher
Student Association
President

Tri·Partite Assessed
To the Editor:
The Tri-Partite program has
been foremost in my mind for a
couple of years now. So I have
tried to assess it.
The following are my opinions:
(I \ Basically. it's a good idea.
t2\ 1I's not working because
you have not set up
qualifications for the people
eligible for the leadership jobs.
8ecause I am a tradesman I
believe in experience as the
great teacher. Trades exist in all
categories of social existence:
therefore I conclude that serving
time to learn about something is
a necessity for qualification.

This is a general outline of why
I believe that maturity in life is a
requisite for leadership, whether
you are leading a few or many.
Sincerely.
Francis J. Schultz
266 Allengate Avenue
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

Larkin Protested
To the Editor:
Because the University Voice
is directly connected to the
University and not merely
"housed etc.," as is the case of
the Fairfield Free Press, and
because it is connected to a
Jesuit and Catholic University,
as a Jesuit, Catholic and teacher
in this University I wish to
publicly protest the contents of
an article in the latest
(November 5) issue of the Voice.
On page S, under title
"Fairfield and Its Discontents"
by one calling himself "Thornton
Larkin" is the following remark:
"She was no more liberated than
Mary the night J.C. was
conceived." Granted that this is
"college humor" and indeed
"immature" it is still
blasphemy! Were the Free Press
to print this, perhaps there
would be many complaints, but
nobody would be surprised, for
we are used to such a style
there! This reman is publisbed
by a University wbere I not only
teach, but to which I contribute
prayers, graces and money!
Please take whatever action
you deem just, but because the
remark was public. then I would
hope your action will be public.
In Christ,
Rev. James M. Murphy, S.J.
History Dept.

Names
News
Ricllanl Bryu., a recent
June graduate from the
university, has been appointed to
recruit and advise minority
group students for the University
of 8ridgeport. Working with the
dean of admissions. he will serve
as recruiter, advisor and liason
between the university and the
81ack and Puerto Rican
communities throughout the
state.

Dr. Gordoll J. Di ReDto,
fonnerly a member of the
university's faculty and a senior
Fullbright professor at the
University of Rome in 1968-69.
has joined the sociology
department faculty at the
University of Delaware as a full
professor.

Dr. AleuDder Tolor has
published an article on "An
Evaluation of a New Approacb in
Dealing with High School
Underachievement" in the
current edition of the Jo.rDa.I of
Lea.Biq DJsabWlles. Based on
an OEO sponsored study, the
report describes a method
developed at Fairfield
University for improving the
performance of underachievers
in high school.
Frederick H, LOf"elliea and
Louis H. Campbell presented the
university at the 26th Annual
Conference of the National
Association of College
Admissions Counselors held
earlier this month in &ston. Mr.
Lorensen served on the
registration committee of the
conference which attracted
more than 3000 high school
counselors. college admissions
and financial aid personnel.
ne Rev. T. Everelt Mc Peak,
S.J. has been serving as the
scholarship consultant for the
Supreme Council of the Knigbts
of Columbus. Recently it was
announced that the nine children
of a &ston policeman killed
during a bank robbery would
receive free tuition. room, board
and "wbl.tever is necessary" to
put them through collqe.
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Musie Review

Powell Raps on Sha-Na-Na's Success
songs that takes a while to get it
together - it's pretty complex.
VOICE: How did you get your
first big break?
POWELL: Well, aside from
the original concerts at
Columbia, the first one of which
drew 2500 and the second 6000,
we started playing The Scene in
New York. It's a small club and
we got a terrific reaction there
and a lot of people came down to
see us, like Joplin, Hendrix, The
Nice, and Blood, Sweat and
Tears. This way the word got
around as to what we were up to.
Then we played the Fillmore'
August 1st and then the
Woodstock Festival.
VOICE: What kind of a
reaction did you get there?
POWELL: At Woodstock? Oh,
tremendous, really incredible.
VOiCE: What day did you
play?

By Pat Long
(The following
interview
was conducted by The Voice with
ScOIl Powell of Sha-Na·Na
immediately after the
Homecoming concert, For those
who were there, Scott was the
one in the gold outfit who had a
cast on bis arm,)
VOICE: How did you get
started? You're all from
Columbia, right?
POWELL: Yeah, we started
as an a capella singing group,
although some of us have been
singing together for four years,
We started doing this about a
year and a half ago, at first just
using acoustic guitars and then
we gol more instrumentation as
we found that more and more
people liked us and the demand
for concerts increased,
VOICE: Have most of you
graduated by now?
POWELL: There are five
different members now than had
been in the original group, some
of these guys have gone on to
play with other bands or have
graduated. from Columbia. I
graduated. last year -- right now
there are four guys in the group
who are still in school.
VOICE: Do any of the group
members have a regular job and
do this part lime?
POWELL: No, for lhe guys
who arc out of school this is a full
time job. The guys at school
can't afford to give as much time
to it because they have school as
well. Right now we're
rehearsing during the week for
an album which we have started
to record and we're working on a
movie which we're going to
shoot in the spring -- so there's a
lot to do.
VOICE: Is your new album
going to be all oldies?
POWI:o:LL: No, there will
probably be a couple of live cuts
and the rest of it will be new
material written by people in the
group.
VOICE: What will your movie
be like'!
POWfo:LL: Basically, right
now the phm is for it to be a
s;ltire nr lhl' ruck ;md mil movies
of the 50's from the perspectivc
of the 1970·s. !I. lot of what wc do
tm stagc is all satirc and we
thuuRht that we could Ret this
;ICroSS on a different medium
and explore diHerenl areas,
Obviously, you can', perform
that type of satire by gclting up
lin stage,
VOiCE: I guess your act takes
a lot of rehearsing because
everything is so precise.
POWELL: Yeah. it docs, We
rehearsed last summer about six
hours a d:ly every day for about
three months and got it pretty
light. Then when we add new

POWELL: We played Monday
morning right before Hendrix.
VOICE: What are the different
progressive rock stars reaction
to you?
POWELL: It varies with
different people, some people
think that it's incredibly
tremendous. I know that a lot of
people have seen us, Clapton
mentioned something about us in
an interview and I know thaI
Delancy and Bonnie and George
Harrison have seen us. And there
are other people, mostly lhe
trade magazines like Rolling
Stone. who put us down - but
that's a whole lrip in itself.
VOICE: Do you ever feel
constrained. with what you're
doing on stage because
everything is so precise?
POWELL: While we're on
stage the stuff that we do is
incredibly tiring. You really get
into what you're doing and
working with eleven other guys
on stage to do a really incred.ible
show. When we're off~stage in
rehearsals things are obviously
different, it's not as
choreographed or anything -- it's
just a lot of energy, The new
album has a lot of music that is
designed. to get people to jump
up and dance :lround and be
happy.

------------ ..

: Security Phone:
I

The Security Department I
installed a special'
telephone service which is'
manned!4 hours a day.
•
Persons calling Security I
from Off-campus should dial I
25~·2400.
On-campus calls I
should use extensions 558 or I
559.
I

I has

•

I

•

I
I
I

.. -------------

I

VOICE: You seemed like you
were enjoying yourself on stage
toni~ht!

POWELL: I was just in this
accident on Tuesday and I broke
my wrist, so this is the first gig
we've done when I haven't been
able to put my all into it. I'm
furious because I had to stand on
the side and couldn't dance and
jump.

•

REMEMBER WHEN -- Sha Na Na provided the Homecoming

audience at Fairfield with a wide selection of songs from the bebop days of the lelte ~O's and early 60·s.

Glassware Tapping Demonstrations
Erupt into Food Throwing Display
The tapping of silverware
against glasses has been a
familiar sound to those members
of the community who eat and
work in the university cafeteria
this year.
Originating at one or two
tables, the tingling sound usually
catches on around the room quite
fast when students are unhappy
with the meal prepared for them
by the Specialized Management
staff who cater all the meals.
Food throwing "exhibitions"
On two occasions this year, the
demonstrations have culminated
in brief food throwing
exhibitions which are better
known to the students as "food
riots. "
Jack Robinson, director of lhe
food service, following this fall's
first disturbance emphasized.
that what took place was nol "a
food riol.!'
The cafe is lhe only place on
campus where a large number of
students gather and quite ofterl
the relaxed atmosphere is
conducive to horseplay. the
director explained. Napkins are
thrown at one table and before
too long the whole place erupts,
he added.. "This is not really a
food riot."
Robinson noted. that he has not
received. any more than the
normal amount of complaints
lhis year but stated. just the
same that he is "always happy to
talk to anyone with a
constructive attitude."
Open To New Ideas
He explained lhat Specialized
is quite willing to try something
new: "If students see anything
they like at another college, they
should bring the idea back and
we will gladly try it out as long
as its reasonable."
Specialized Management,
which is a division or the Macke
Corporation, are in their third
year here at Fairfield and
although they "Iost a great deal"
during the 68-69 year. Robinson
reports they learned from
mistakes and were able to work
within their budget in 69-70. This

year, he says it is too early to
tell.
Approximately 1400 students
are presently on one of the meal
plans offered. by SpecialiZed and
the staff prepares aboul 600 Ibs.
of meat for the average roast
beef dinner. They usually expect
to serve anywhere from 400 - 600
students, with seconds,
depending on what is served..
Robinson noted that although
they tend to lose money during

the week, it evens out when
sludents leave for the weekend.
He cited waste and
concentrated dinner hours as
two of their current problems.
Each glass of milk left over
costs, 8 cents, butter is 2 cents
each and each uneaten slice of
bread means another 2 cents
wasted. In addition, it seems
that HOO of the school's 1400
diners have been eaten before
5:45p.m.

2,000 Varieties of THE
HOTTEST PANTS IN TOWN
Values from '7.00 to '25.00
Slightly
Irreg.

to

279 Noble Avenue
Bridgeport, Conn.
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Hooters Win
Seventh In
Last Game
Fairfield's soccer team
concluded its best season in the
school history by whipping
Stonehill 4-0 last saturday in a
game which was highlighted by
the selling of many new records.
The win gave Coach Jim
Kuhlman's club a rinal record of
7-4-2.
OUeue Dom.lu.t~
The Slags dominated the
contest by taking 31 shots at the
goal while limiting the Chiefs to
only 11 tries.
Chip Mount broke the ice in the
(irst period by scoring his eighth
goal of the season which at this
point tied him for the lead in
total goals with sophomore Jim
Christino. Mount's goal gave
Fairfield a }-<llead a halftime.
Dan Wilcox's third period
score put the Slags ahead 2-<1.
ChrisUao Net. NIDtb
Cbristino put the game further
out of reach with his ninth goal of
the year to provide a
comfortable 3-0 score, but
Roland Corbin added to that tolal
with the final score of tbe day to
make it 4-<1.
Goalie Jim Sinnott protected
the shutout by stopping a penalty
kick attempt in the fourth
period.
Record Setters
By scoring his ninth goal.
Christino set a new record for
most goals scored in a season.
Not trailing him by much were
Mount with eight goals, Roland
Corbin with six and Dan Wilcox
chipping in four scores,
Sinnot set a record by
compiling a total of four shutouts
to conclude a fine season. He
also stopped four of six penalty
kick attempts by the opposition.
Coach Kuhlman loses seven
lettermen from this year's team,
but will have 16 men returning
from this year's young team.

Senate
(ColltinUed from page I)
adequate support. Upon a final
vote on the issue, the draft
counseling service was funded
the prescribed $250.
The two other appropriation
bills before the senate, aHoting
WVOF
($2,500)
and
FRONTIERS magazine ($1,200),
met little opposition and were
passed unaltered.
SUate Bacu lola

BEST t;vt;R • 'I1te 1171 Stq soccer tum reee-Uy cwcl1ldelll iklr best season with a 7+% reeonl_
Tbey are frOllt row, left to rig.bt Jim Coadre-, TOllY Cdlal, Jim CIlristiDo, DaD WilcoJ:, Rolaad Corbia,
Jack Moeabaa, Joe Good.bouse, Chip MCMUlt ud Mike Foley. Top ro" • Coacb Jim Ku.bImaa, Jim
SiIlDOlt, Steve Papadopoulos, George Dubay, But.e MaDdable, Gary DayOll, Via GiUDetlo, Tom
Kruit, Hugh Blue, Dave BraDDick aad Joe Pano.

Football Club Drops Final 16-6;
Finish Season with 3-5 Record
Fairfield's football club fell
one victory short of a five
hundred season as the Cougars of
Norwalk Community College
clawed their way to a 1lH) win their sixth in seven outings. The
Slags close out the season at J
and 5.
The Stag defensive unit led-by
the aggressive tackling of Bill
Brewer, Mike Dougherty, and
Tom Hildebrandt came up with
several key interceptions to
snuff out Cougar drives.
Fran Neary (after near
interceptions by Ken Schrang
and Dougherty) picked off a Joe
Andre pass at the goal line and
returned it 45 yards to give the
Stags good field position.
No Sustained Drive
The offensive unit could not
sustain a drive and was hurt by

Key Contests in Season's End
As Intramurals Playoffs Near
Every game from here on out
is a kcy Rame as were some of
last week's intramural contests.
Dogfights appear for the four
play-off berths. In the Coastal
division or the American
(~onfen'nce. it is between G-I, C;1, .. nd C-4. In the Central division
of lhis sam(' conference, the
scramble for the number one
sl>ot is bcotwecn NW-2, NW·J...nd
the SlUds.
(}Vl'f the Capitol division of
th(' National conference Regis 4
awaits Soulh('<J.sl Dorms finish to
ll('l'illl' fil'st plal'e. In this
nmh'n'n('c's Century division.
the r,lce is between itA, FFS
"00 PKT,
Last week's intramural player
uf the w('('k was rC'Sid('nt advisor
Bob CastriJ:niano. Castrigniano
scored the winning louchdown
fOl· tilt' itA's against PKT "ith
just 45 sl'('omts left in the game.
On dt'fl'nSl' the hustling
Castrigniano picked off 4 paSS<'S
to halt PKT drives.
Marred by Fisdcu((s
TIl(' ItA·PKT clash was
lll..lrn'd by several SCU(fll'S as
I'KT saw fit to do most of ils
hittinR after the whistle, Jim
Russo was the chief offender for
th(' fr,.ltl'rs.
I{t":'id('nt Advisors stuck to a
v('ry C'OllSt'rvative gall1(' plan and
punted numerous times from
their o.....n end1,one to avoid
possible safeties.
The "fiE:ht of the week··
however. belongs to NW·2's 2-0
win over the Studs. Studs'
quarterback Cary Mihalek was
thrown out of th(' gam(' early in
the second half for fighting.
Safety Plagues Studs
This was the second game in a
row that the Studs had lost 2·0 as
their high power('d offense which
had been averaging close to 20
poinls a game was held in check,
In the earlier 2-0 loss for the

Studs, it was G-i's John Bardes
catching Mihalek in the endwne
for the safety.
C-l regained some of its old
form as they followed up their
Stud win with a 6-6 tie with very
powerful NW-J. G·i's score came
on a filly yard pass play from
quarterback Frank Johnson to
Marty Sailor. NW·J·s TO was a
pass from Joe Olivetti to
dependable Larry Dunn.
Regis 4 continued its winning
ways as they upped their streak
to six in a row with an 8-0 win
over BAK. In another key game,
Campion 4 continued their
remarkable comeback as they
lopped C·J, 12-6. It was C-4's
fourth win in a row after
dropping their first three games.
In other action scheduled for
last week, DSP gained the
dubious honor of being the first
team to forfeit. R-4 picked up the
win. Last Friday's games. SE 'IS
BAK ana NW·3 vs C-J were
postponed until tomorrow
because of the rain.

penalties. Forced to punt, Bill
Mraz got off a J8 yard boot
putting Norwalk on their own
twelve yard line,
Several series of downs later,
captain Van Muller who had
been converted into a defensive
player as well as an offensive
halfback from his quarterback
slot intercepted another errant
Andre pass on the Stags three,
Fairfield's offense took over
on their own eight yard line. The
left side of Fairfield's line caved
in and reserve halfback John
Lynch was swanned under for a
loss of five. On the neJ:t play
quarterback Pat Collier
unloaded a forty yard pass to
Mraz only to have it bounce off
Mraz's shoulder pads.
Collier ea.pt
With a third and fifteen
situation, Collier was forced 10
go to the air again. This time he
was unable to get the ball away
and was downed in his own
endwne for the two-point safety,
Bill Brewer pounced on a
Norwalk fumble on the Fairfield
34 to snuff out another Norwalk
drive. Two plays later Muller
picked up 30 yards to bring the
ball into Norwalk territory. Bob
Piazza brought the ball to the
twenty before the Stag offensive
machine stalled.
Just before the end of the first
half, Norwalk's Reggie Mills ran
back an eighteen yard
interception for the game's first
touchdown. Mills carried the ball
over for the two-point

conversion. Norwalk took a 10-0
lead at halftime.
Plana Takes Kick-off
The opening kick-off of the
second half was returned 71
yards by Bob Piana to give the
Slags a first and goal-to-goal on
the Norwalk nine..
Dougherty brought the pigskin
down to the three yard line
before signal caller Collier took
it over for the Stags lone
touchdown. The Stags TO was
the extent of the scoring in the
third stanza.
In the rinal period, Mraz bad
his punt blocked and Norwalk
took over on Fairfield eighteen.
The Cougars ended the
afternoon's sC{lring with an
insurance touchdown to end
Gary Grabarz.

The senators passed a
resolution supporting the actions
of Mr. David Zola, director of
the campus center, during the
November 3 food service until
the dining area was cleared of
the thrown food, Furthennore,
the legislature strongly
condemned the actions of those
students who took part in the
disturbance.
A. bill, abolishing the system of
class officers, was passed
stressing that political
structures shouldn't exist where
there is no consUlutional DOwer.
The legislature also endorsed a
resolution calling for the
cancellation of the existing
parietal sign-in sheet, and all
prior infractions be taken to the
student court.

BUFFALO

Anyolle wbo ~ Isbes to submJt
material to tbe Uldverslty Voice
fer pllbllcatloD ....uld rohIerve
tAle followlDg deadlla~:
Letten aDd eUler editorial
mllUer· Friday.
Advertlshag - Friday Noon,
No lIces,
allllOlillcem ellt s,
caleadar items· Mo",y Noon.
Photos - Moaday Nooll.
All other material mll.t be
rl!Celved by Monday NooD.

Grasmen

Pham_,

80 Pod Rd. (Co.. G . - ' I
CAll CI.9.sooo
fo,

Y.., 0Nt. _
PwsonoI Hoods

I

PRE-RECORDED
TAPES
8-TRACK & CASSETTES

CKS Resolution

ADDITIONAL 10% DISCOUNT

Thomas Gugliotti, president of
the Fairfield University
Cardinal Key Society, bas
announced the adoption of the
follOWing resolution by the
organization; "RESOLVED:
that the Cardinal Key Society go
on record as supporting and
encouraging the addition of
students. faculty and alumni as
voting members of the Board of
Trustees...
Mr. Gugliotti commented that
the Cardinal Key Society felt
such an action ·'would bring
about a greater understanding
between all segments of the
university - thus encouraging
the further growth and
development of the university.··

BELOW REGULAR DISCOUNT PRICE

WITH YOUR /.D. CARD

A

Arnold Glodslein

~

House of Qound

Villa"e Center
Westport
228-4303

833 E, St8te St,
Post Rd.
Fri. till 8:30

SecoDd SkiD Fit

For Tight Heads

.1 EAST STATE ST.
WESTPORT, CONN. 06880
PHONE: ZZUll'
TRUMBULL SHOPPING

PARK
TRUMBULL, CONN._II
PHONE: m..74t8
2%1 ATLANTIC ST.
STAMFORD, CONN. 06901
PHONE: 3%7·'7061
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Ruggers Close Out

With Loss to B.C.
The Fairfield Rugby Football
Club sent lhree teams to Boston
last Saturday, but their
o!.herwise successful season
ended on a sour note as-lhe "A"
team was upset by Boston
College 3.() on a muddy field,
The Eagles seem to have a hex
on the Red Ruggers. Prior to
Saturday's game the Boston Club
had been the only team to beat
the Ruggers since the fall of last
year.
In the first game of last year's
spring season Boston College
upsel Fairfield 11--8 on Hans
Grauert Field.
Since then Fairfield had
beaten seven of the top college
teams in the east, a two season
streak which ran from last
spring's 11-6 victory over
Dartmouth to this season's 19·0
shellacking of M.LT.
In those seven games the
n.uggers outscored their
opponents 87-21 and registered
three shutouts.
Weather Hurts
1I0wever on Saturday poor
traction on the lJ1uddy field and a
touch B.C. team combined to end
Fairfield's victory string.
The Rugger's orrensively are
primarily a running team. as
opposed Lo being a team that
relics mainly on kicking to
advance the ball. The muddy
field slow.ed bolh teams
offensively as lheir backs were
unable to cut and maneuver.
The rirst half of the game was
spent mostly in B.C. territory as
the Huggers moved the ball
f... irly well. They missed several
scorin~ chances, as did the
Ea~les. who threatened twice.
At halr·time the score was 0-0
and it remained that way. with
neither team gaining an
advantage until mid-way in the
second half.
At that time the Eagles began
to put intense pressure on
Fairfield as tlIey penetrated
deep into the Red Ruggers
territory. Action swayed back
;tnd forth inside Fairfield's 25 as
the Hu~~ers fought desperately
to kt.'<'p B.C. from scoring.
With about a minute Icrt in the
)tame it seemed as though the
Hu~"ers had been successful in
ddcndin" their goal as they
('ontrullt.'<I a line-oul on their own

25.
Kick Blocked
Ilowcvcr on the developing
play the J>:agles blocked a
Fairfil'ld kick and a loose scrum
t1cVt.'I01X-'d on the five yard line.

HII 01 F_To....t
Pits Slip Apilst UYm
The basketball Stags have
been paired with the highly
reRarded University of
Massachusetts in first round
action 01 the Hall of Fame
Classic (Dec. 28-301 in
SprinRfielo.
UMass earned an N.I.T. berth
last year enroute to an 18 plus 7
record and the New England
championship.
UMassSlar
The Redmen are led by 6'6·'
junior sensation Julius Erving.
Erving was ~hosen All-Yankee
Conference, All New England.
All East Sophomore of the Year.
and Honorable All-American. He
averaged 25 points and 20
rebounds per game.
Other first round pairings in
the l1all 01 Fame ouling have
Colgate Universily facing
American International College.
S1. Michael's against Springfield
College andYalparaiso (Indiana1
taking on Long Island
University.
Semi·FluI Matd!
The winner of the Fairfield-·
UMass game will play the
winner of the St. Mitr.e"sSpringfield clash in the semifinal round.

B.C. controlled tlIe ball and got it
outside to their fullback who
dove into the end zone for the
,'}'.

The conversion attempl was
off, but with less than a minute
left it looked as if B.C. had the
game sewn up.
Fairrield lhen made a last
desperate drive and kicked lheir
way down into Eagle territory.
Just outside the B.C. 25 and
directly in front of the goalposts
the Eagles commilled a penalty
with only seconds left in the
game, and it seemed that the
Red Ruggers would be able to
salvage a tie by converting the
kick.
However the Ruggers instead
elected to go for a try and a
possible conversion which would
give them the win.
The last attempt failed, and
the Ruggers fell to their fourth
defeat of the season.
B-Team Ties
The ·'B" tea,m tied !.heir
game ~3. while the "C's" won
their match. ~3.
The "B" game was a hardfought match in which the only
scoring was on penally kicks.
George Hemmer drop-kicked
Fairfield's three pointer.
In the "C' match Fairfield
trailed until the final seconds of
play. The Ruggers tried a
penally kick on the last play of
the game, and it hit the uprighl
and bounced back into the hands
of John Roach, who dove into the
end zone with the live ball for the
score.
The winning conversion was
made by freshman Bill De
Camp.
These three matches eroded the

YOU CAN'T HAVE rr says an unidentified rugger from M.I.T. entangled in a loose serum during !.he
A game played here on Homecoming weekend. The Stags won tlIe contest 19-0.
Club's fall season. The "A" team
finished witll a ~4 record overall
and a ~I record against college
opponents.
The young "B" team's record
was 4-2-3. Primarily a
sophomore team, the "B's"
furnished the first team with
more
than
adequale
replacements when the '·A"
team was hit with a series of
what could have been
disasterous injuries.
Possessing both abilily and
depth, the Fairfield Ruggers are
looking forward lo their spring
season. when they will be laking
on powerhouses such as the
Manhattan Rugby Club,
Georgetown University. when
they hopefully get a rematch
with Boston College.

Hoop TealD Travels~
Eye Season Opener
ISrowD Leads Scorers
Coach Fred Barakat·s
On offense the Stags showed
basketball forces travel to
Annapolis, . Maryland' this some fine shooting with Mel
Saturday to play the U.S. Naval Brown leading the way witll 34
Academy. It will be the Stags' points. Guard George Groom hit
second
scrimmage
in for 25 marks by hilling on 12 of 19
preparation for their December shots. Frazer dumped in 22
1st opener vs. Southern Conn. points.
Coach Barakat commented
The first was last Saturday
against the University of New that, "the offense really worked
Hampshire in which Fairfield lhe ball well with Bob Kelly
showed. definite signs of taking charge. We worked for
improvement over their the good shot and showed
performance against the tremendous poise and patience
freshmen at "Meet the Stags in waiting for the sure score."
Kelly was credited witll ten
Night".
assists, while also making
OuI-ReboaDd Wildcats
Especially encouraging numerous steals on defense in a
against New Hampshire was the good all around effort.
StrellgtbeDed DefeDIe
performance of the Stags' big
The Stags defense also showed
men who dominated lhe boards
against the smaller Wildcats. signs of strength. By putting
Tom Duffey came out as tlIe constant pressure on New
leading rebounder by hauling Hampshire. tlIey forced the
down 15 rebounds. Captain Mark Wildcats to take many outside
Frazer contributed with seven shots which set Fairfield up for
the rebound.
rebounds.
In looking forward to their
Mr. Barakat was pleased with
lhe rebounding which he said set opening game against sese the
the tempo for the orrense. ··The Stags no doubt recall their
tremendous outlet passes by stinging 77-69 loss to the Owls
Gary Bowen. Frazer. Mel Grown last year. Southern, 17 + 8 last
and Duffey really made our fast year. have many of their key
men back this year. Maurice
break go," com~er>·.ed Barakat.
~.;:::::::::::;:::;:;::::::::::;::::::::::::;:;:::::;:;::;:;:::::::::;:;:::::j$ Moreland, a 6'5" leaper. will be
someone the Stags will have to
contend with off the boards. Ted
Kaczynski, a 6' guard, is
;~~
HOCKEY
~:~: reportedly a top notch back court
~~
Noy_ %t. IFri.).Home :~:~ man.
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ROAD SERVIa
WRECKER SERVICE

Skaters Run Streak to 4
Move Into Second Place
The Fairfield University
Hockey Club moved into second
place in the Metropolitan
Intercollegiate Hockey League
by chalking up two wins this past
weekend.
Fairfield's record now stands
at 4-1-1 while City CoUege of
New York holds first place with
a 5-1-0 record. lona College is in
third place, 4-2-0, and the
University of Bridgeport with a
record of 303-0 brings up a close
fourth.
In a game with a total lime of
36 minutes in penalties, Coach
John McCarthy's Stags defeated
the Fordham Rams by a score of
4-1 in a home game Friday
evening.
Jean Guy La F1amme netted
tlIe first goal early in the first
period. Jim Monahan scored in
the second on an assist by La
Flamme. Ed Stefan followed
with a goal in the same period
assisted by Chuck Frissora.
Stelan also scored an unassisted
goal in the last period. The Stags
peppered the Fordham goal with
35 shots, while Fordharr. took 18.
Columbia Ddeated at GardeD
In a game last Sunday
afternoon before 3,000 spectators
in Madison Square Garden the
Fairfield Stags beat Columbia
University by a score of 5-2. This
win marks the first Stag victory
over Columbia in two years.
Columbia and Fairfield held for
a 3-3 tie in the opening game of
this season.
The scoring opened midway
lhrougb the first period as
Columbia tallied their first goal.
Fairfield followed up the action
with a goal by Frissora wort.ing

with an assist by Stefan and
Marty Vierling.
Holding a two man advantage,
Fairfield scored in the second
quarter when La Flamme
assisted by Ted Sybertz and
Monahan pul in Fairfield's
second goal.
Scoriag Hlgb In Last Qtr.
During the last quarter the
scoring broke loose as Columbia
scored to bring the game to a 2-2
lie. Fairfield moved ahead on a
goal by Vierling, assisted by
Frissora, followed by La
Flamme with an unassisted slap
shot into the left comer of tlIe
net. Frissora tallied tbe fifth
Fairfielo goal unassisted in the
last few minutes of the game.
The Stags poured 42 shots on
the Columbia goal witb
Columbia making 25. Fairfield
goalie Ed Palma was credited
with many good saves for the
Fairfip.lo team.
Stap Mffi Qaeeu Friday
The Stags are looking ahead to
Friday evening when they will
meet Queens College. The faceoff will be at 9: 15 a.m. at
Bridgeport's Wonderland of Ice.
Queens bas compiled a 1-2-1
record to date. Last season
Fairfield was deleated by
Queens by a score of 7-5.
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Di.gonally Aeross from

Post Office
_Wash • Dried • FoIded_
Student Discount

SHIRTS
Beautifully
Washed
and Finished

24~

(With Y04H Stucl.nt Di Icount)

BOlID OR ON HANGIRS
son OR STARCHED

